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Introduction 

This research note considers the future of carbon pricing in the UK. Specifically, it 

outlines the arguments for and against retaining the Carbon Price Support 

mechanism – a carbon tax levied on fossil fuel power generation in the UK. The 

report builds on analysis by Arup (a consultancy) which considers the impact of 

the Carbon Price Support mechanism on energy costs to consumers, carbon 

emissions, and security of supply (see Appendix 1). 

The Government now faces some tough questions over the future of carbon 

pricing in the UK. Should it retain the UK Carbon Price Support mechanism, 

despite the cost burden it places on consumers and the distortions it creates? Or 

should Government abandon it and allow UK and EU carbon prices to converge? 

To what extent has the Carbon Price Support delivered its original objective to 

support low carbon investment? And with the planned phase-out of UK coal 

power stations by 2025, what is the Carbon Price Support actually supporting? 

This report attempts to address the above questions. It provides a summary of a 

Policy Exchange roundtable on this topic, which was attended by a group of 25 

energy businesses, policymakers, think tanks, and industry bodies. 

Background 

Power stations in the UK are subject to carbon taxes on the greenhouse gasses 

they emit. These come in the form of the European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU 

ETS) and the UK-specific Carbon Price Support (CPS) mechanism. Fossil fuel 

generators are required to pay these carbon taxes, the cost of which is ultimately 

passed on to consumers. Cornwall Energy estimates that the CPS alone adds 

around £36 per year to the average household electricity bill,1 whilst the EU ETS 

adds a further £10 per year - together making up 9% of the average household 

electricity bill.2 

The UK joined the EU ETS when it was first established in 2005. In theory, the 

scheme should be an efficient way to encourage cost-effective decarbonisation. 

Under the scheme, a number of carbon permits are auctioned each year, and 

companies can choose whether to purchase allowances or reduce their emissions. 

The number of permits declines each year in line with a pre-determined emissions 

cap. It was thought that the scheme would encourage market participants to 



identify the cheapest decarbonisation opportunities available, and that it would 

provide certainty for investment. 

However, in practice the EU ETS has turned out to be largely ineffective as a 

carbon pricing mechanism. The price of allowances has been persistently low 

since around 2009, due to a systematic over-supply of permits. This was caused 

by a number of factors including the expansion of renewable energy, and the 

recession from 2008 onwards which reduced total power demand. Traded 

emissions have fallen over time in line with the EU ETS cap, but this is largely due 

to other factors such as renewable subsidies and energy efficiency improvements, 

rather than due to the EU ETS mechanism itself.   

The UK Government has, on several occasions, encouraged the European 

Commission to reform the EU ETS in order to overcome its design flaws. 

However, recognising the defects with the mechanism, the Government decided 

to create a UK-specific “Carbon Price Floor” to prop up the carbon price faced by 

fossil-fuel power generators and encourage low carbon alternatives. The Carbon 

Price Floor was first mooted in 2010 as part of the Coalition agreement,3 and the 

Government subsequently ran a consultation on specific proposals in late 2010. 4 

The stated objective of the Carbon Price Floor was “to support and provide 

certainty for low carbon investment”.5 It did this by setting out a trajectory for the 

UK carbon price to increase to £30/tonne in 2020 and £70/tonne in 2030 (in 

2009 prices). This was to be achieved by creating a UK-specific “Carbon Price 

Support” tax on top of the price in the EU ETS market. 

The UK Carbon Price Support was eventually introduced in April 2013 at a rate of 

£16/tonne. Given the fall in the EU ETS price over the intervening period (to just 

€5/tonne), this made the overall carbon price in the UK around five times higher 

than in the rest of the EU. The widening gap in carbon prices led to concerns 

about the cost of the policy to households and businesses. In particular there was 

a concern that this could lead to competitiveness issues in energy-intensive 

industries. Government responded by establishing a scheme to compensate 

energy-intensive industries for part of the cost of the EU ETS and CPS (European 

State Aid rules restrict the Government from exempting companies from these 

costs altogether). A previous Policy Exchange report estimated that these 

compensation schemes amount to around £100 million per year, with the cost 

picked up by UK tax-payers.6  



With the gap between UK and EU carbon prices widening, HM Treasury 

intervened in 2014 to ‘cap’ the Carbon Price Support rate at £18/tonne until 

2019/20. In effect, this meant that Government had abandoned the Carbon Price 

Floor trajectory just 12 months after its introduction. Further to this, in the 2016 

Budget, HM Treasury confirmed that the cap on the CPS rate would be extended 

for one additional year to 2020/21. 

Despite these changes, the CPS has already had a significant impact on the 

generation mix by increasing the cost of coal generation relative to gas. Analysis 

by Cornwall Energy suggests that the CPS increases the marginal cost of coal 

generation by over 50% (from £30.3/MWh to £45.8/MWh) which at current 

market prices is sufficient to make coal slightly more expensive than gas 

generation.7 As a result of this, the share of coal generation fell from 46% in 2012, 

to just 3% in the third quarter of 2016 (falling below that of solar photovoltaics 

for the first time).8 Moreover, as documented in our recent report, Power 2.0, this 

has led to 13.7 Gigawatts (GWs) of coal capacity closing since 2010 (equivalent to 

more than one fifth of peak power demand).9  

Since the introduction of the Carbon Price Floor, the Government has set out 

plans to phase out unabated coal generation altogether by 2025.10 It is expected 

that a further 4GW of coal capacity will close by 2017, leaving a further 13.6 GWs 

of coal capacity which would need to close between 2017 and 2025. A recent 

Government consultation proposed to implement the coal phase out either by 

extending an Emissions Performance Standard to existing coal power stations, or 

requiring them to be fitted with Carbon Capture and Storage technology. 11 The 

consultation also proposes to place restrictions on coal generation ahead of the 

2025 closure date, for example by placing a cap on running hours or emissions. 

As well as shifting power generation from coal to gas, the CPS has also 

encouraged a growth in electricity imports from continental Europe, where 

carbon and electricity prices are lower. There is currently 4GW of interconnector 

capacity physically linking the power market in Britain to other markets such as 

France, Ireland and the Netherlands. Electricity imports now stand at 6% of total 

power supplied to the UK (in 2015). As highlighted in our previous report, Getting 

Interconnected12, a number of new interconnector projects are being planned to 

link Britain with Norway, Denmark, Iceland, and Belgium, and increase the 

connection capacity to France. The growth in interconnection is in part being 

driven by the difference in carbon taxes between the UK and the rest of Europe, 



which creates an arbitrage opportunity. Perversely, the rollout of additional 

interconnectors may actually increase emissions across Europe as a whole. 

Analysis by Aurora Energy Research has shown that as long as the carbon price 

differential is maintained, then building additional interconnectors would increase 

European-wide emissions, as it would cause gas and coal power stations in 

continental Europe to run more often.13  

Where next for the Carbon Price Floor? 

The Government now faces a tough decision on the way forward for UK carbon 

prices, with an announcement expected imminently as part of the Autumn 

Statement. Industry participants and other stakeholders are divided on the issue. 

On the one hand, a group of large energy companies has written to the Chancellor 

urging the Government to retain the Carbon Price Support until at least 2025, on 

the grounds that it is “central to the UK’s decarbonisation efforts.”14 This view has 

been echoed by industry bodies such as Energy UK and the CBI.15 On the other 

hand, the EEF (the manufacturers’ organisation) has repeatedly suggested that 

the Carbon Price Support should be abandoned in order to reduce costs to 

manufacturing businesses, and improve the UK's competitiveness – a view 

echoed by the Centre for Policy Studies.16 

To consider this further, Policy Exchange recently held a roundtable on the future 

of carbon prices, which was attended by a group of 25 energy businesses, 

policymakers, think tanks, and industry bodies. As part of the discussion, analysts 

from Arup presented new analysis on the impact of possible changes to the 

Carbon Price Support (their presentation is provided in Appendix 1). 

Arup modelled three alternative scenarios for the future of the carbon price (see 

Figure 1 in Appendix 1). In all scenarios, it is assumed that the EU ETS price 

increases from 2020/21 onwards due to ongoing structural reforms. Arup 

modelled one scenario in which the CPS remains in its current form, as a 

£18/tonne carbon tax on top of the EU ETS (“CPS Remains” scenario). They also 

modelled two alternative scenarios in which the CPS is gradually removed from 

2021 onwards, such that the carbon prices in UK and EU eventually converge 

(“Flat” and “Rollercoaster” scenarios). 

  



“CPS Remains” Scenario  

Under this scenario, the CPS is retained, and the overall carbon price increases 

from 2021 onwards to around reach £35/tonne in 2025. The increasing carbon 

price would make coal generation uneconomic relative to gas, causing a rapid 

closure of the UK’s remaining coal power stations during the early 2020s. Under 

this scenario, 9GW of coal capacity is expected to close between 2020 and 2023, 

plus a further 2GW between 2023 and 2025 (Figure 3). New generation capacity 

would need to be built in order to maintain security of supply. The modelling 

suggests that an additional 11GWs of gas generation capacity would be built in 

the period 2020-25, 7GWs of which would be additional, and 4GWs of which 

would replace existing, less efficient gas power stations (Figure 2). This is likely to 

include a mix of large-scale Combined Cycle Gas Turbines and smaller gas 

engines. 

European coal and gas generators would continue to have a significant cost 

advantage over generators in the UK, as they would continue to face lower 

carbon prices. This would result in an increasing amount of electricity imports 

from the continent (it is assumed that 10GW of additional interconnector 

capacity would be built by 2030). In total, it is expected that electricity imports 

would increase from 21TWhs today to 50TWhs in 2030, representing around 

14% of total power consumption (Figure 4). In other words, the UK would become 

far more reliant on European power producers. The modelling suggests that 

wholesale electricity prices would increase from around £40/MWh today to 

nearly £60/MWh in 2030, in part due to the increase in UK carbon prices (Figure 

8). 

“Rollercoaster” Scenario 

This scenario assumes that the CPS is retained in its current form until 2022, but 

is then gradually removed, with UK and EU carbon prices converging in 2026. 

Similar to the “CPS Remains” scenario, the relatively high carbon price during the 

early 2020s would cause the remaining coal power stations to close, and a new 

fleet of gas power stations to be built in their place (Figures 2 and 3) . 

Since UK and EU carbon prices are allowed to converge in this scenario, this 

would make UK generators more competitive relative to those in other European 

countries. Consequently, the modelling suggests that the volume of electricity 

imports would halve, from 50TWh in 2030 in the “CPS Remains” scenario, to 



24TWh in the “Rollercoaster” scenario (Figure 5). Effectively, by removing the 

additional carbon tax, generation would be shifted from Europe to the UK. Arup 

suggest that this would result in additional investment in power generation in the 

UK, creating additional jobs and boosting GDP (Figures 19 and 20). 

Interestingly, the modelling suggests that the removal of the CPS could result in 

an overall reduction in carbon emissions across Europe of 3.3 million tonnes (Mt) 

per year by 2030 (Figure 7). Carbon emissions would increase by 8.7 Mt in the 

UK, but reduce by 11.9 Mt across the rest of Europe. This may seem counter-

intuitive, but is caused by new highly-efficient gas power stations in Britain 

displacing older gas and coal power stations in the rest of Europe. This is desirable 

from the perspective of reducing total greenhouse gas emissions, but perversely 

may be undesirable from the perspective of UK Carbon Budgets, which only 

consider UK territorial emissions. This raises questions about the logic of the 

carbon accounting framework which underpins Carbon Budgets. 

The removal of the CPS in the 2020s would also result in a reduction in power 

prices and savings for consumers. The modelling suggests that removing the CPS 

would reduce wholesale electricity prices by around £4/MWh over the period 

2019-30 relative to the “CPS Remains” scenario (Figure 9). This would feed 

through to lower retail electricity prices, saving consumers a total of £12.5 billion 

in energy bills over the period 2019-30 (Figure 17). On the flipside, it would 

reduce revenues to existing low carbon generators such as nuclear and 

renewables, making them less profitable. Removing the CPS would result in a loss 

of taxation receipts (-£0.7 billion over the period 2019-30) but the scale of this 

would be far outweighed by the saving to consumers (Figure 18). 

Alternative Scenarios 

The scenarios presented above are just some of the many possible options. Arup 

modelled an alternative scenario in which the CPS is removed more gradually 

from 2021 onwards (“Flat” scenario). The overall carbon price would be lower in 

the early 2020s than in the other scenarios, causing coal to remain on the system 

for longer. This would result in a smaller amount of new gas capacity being built, 

and later than in the other scenarios. This scenario would also result in a 

reduction in electricity imports, a reduction in wholesale electricity prices, and 

savings to UK consumers (although less than in the “Rollercoaster” scenario).    



There have also been suggestions (e.g. by EEF) that the Carbon Price Support 

should be removed now rather than waiting until the 2020s. This would represent 

a very significant change in policy direction by the Government - effectively 

reneging on the CPS rates that have already been set to 2021. This has not been 

included in Arup's modelling, but would likely result in a significant increase in 

coal generation and UK carbon emissions. This would undermine the UK's 

commitment to remove coal from the power system by 2025, and make it more 

difficult to achieve UK Carbon Budgets. On the flipside, it would result in an 

immediate saving to consumers of circa £36 per household. 17     

Discussion and Conclusions 

It is clear that the Government faces a tough decision as to the future direction of 

carbon pricing in the UK – and that the answer varies depending on how the 

Government prioritises affordability, carbon, security of supply, and fiscal 

considerations. There are no scenarios that tick all of these boxes, so inevitably 

policymakers will need to choose.  

 From an affordability perspective, the removal of the CPS in the 2020s 

would result in a significant saving to consumers. The analysis by Arup 

suggests that removing the CPS would result in a total saving to consumers 

of £9.6 billion to £12.5 billion over the period 2019 to 2030.  

 The impact on emissions depends on how this is measured: removing the 

CPS would increase UK territorial emissions, but reduce European 

emissions overall by up to 3.3 Mt per year by 2030.  

 The scenarios are all similar from a security of supply perspective, 

provided it is assumed that the gap left by the closure of coal can be filled 

by other forms of capacity such as gas, storage, interconnection and 

demand response.  

 From a fiscal point of view, the removal of the CPS will result in a loss of 

tax receipts (of £0.6-0.7 billion over the period 2019-2030) although this is 

comparatively small compared to the financial saving to consumers.  

One of the key questions considered at the Policy Exchange roundtable 

concerned the rationale for retaining the Carbon Price Support going forward. 

Roundtable participants generally felt that the CPS had not met its original 

objective of encouraging investment in low carbon power generation such as 

renewables, since it was not sufficiently certain or 'bankable'. Renewables have 



been deployed because of the subsidies available, not because of the taxes on 

fossil fuel generation.   

However, the CPS has performed an important role in encouraging a shift from 

coal to gas generation since its introduction in 2013. There is a strong rationale to 

retain the CPS in order to achieve the Government’s ambition to phase out coal 

generation by 2025. Removing the CPS early would conflict with the commitment 

to phase out coal, since it would result in coal staying on the system for longer, 

and undermine the case for investment into alternatives.  

Once coal has been phased out, the rationale for keeping the CPS becomes much 

weaker. As shown in the analysis above, a high UK carbon price in the late 2020s 

would simply push power generation from the UK to the rest of Europe, and may 

actually increase total emissions. A possible solution would be for Government to 

commit to keeping the CPS only until the mid 2020s, and then allow UK and 

European carbon prices to converge, as in Arup’s scenarios. 

Another key theme of discussion was policy stability and the impact of policy 

changes on investor confidence. One of the issues with the Carbon Price Support 

has been its credibility as a long term policy. The original carbon price trajectory 

was not seen as believable or 'bankable' by investors, and in fact it lasted just 12 

months before the Government changed course. That said, some of the 

roundtable participants were nervous about the possibility of further changes to 

the CPS, as they felt this could undermine investor confidence. The removal of the 

CPS would affect both fossil fuel generators and low carbon generators (due to 

the likely reduction in wholesale electricity prices). Many of the roundtable 

participants felt that the CPS should be retained in its current form until at least 

the mid-2020s. 

The future direction of carbon prices is just one of a number of uncertainties 

hanging over the forthcoming Capacity Market auction, through which the 

Government will procures capacity to ensure security of supply. The next auction 

will take place in December 2016, and relates to capacity delivered in winter 

2020/21. As it stands, potential bidders do not have visibility of carbon prices 

beyond March 2021, making it very difficult for them to make an informed bid 

into the Capacity Market auction. There is also some uncertainty regarding the 

Government’s proposal to phase out coal generation by 2025. Whilst 

Government has recently reaffirmed its commitment to phase out coal by 2025, 

the details of how this will be achieved are yet to be finalised. There are also a 



number of other uncertainties affecting the Capacity Market auction, as 

discussed in our recent report, Power 2.0.18 For example, Ofgem is currently 

undertaking a review of the “embedded benefits” available to generators 

connecting to distribution networks, whilst Defra is considering new regulations 

concerning emissions from diesel generators. Overall, these uncertainties will 

make it much more difficult for generators to bid into the next Capacity Market in 

December 2016. All else being equal, this uncertainty is likely to drive up the price 

of new capacity.  

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Government uses the Autumn Statement 2016 as an 

opportunity to provide clarity about the future of the Carbon Price Support 

mechanism beyond 2021. We think that there is a strong rationale to retain the 

CPS until the early 2020s, to support the Government’s ambition to phase out 

coal generation. However, once coal generation has been phased out, the 

rationale for retaining the CPS becomes considerably weaker. We recommend 

that the CPS is phased out by the mid 2020s, to bring carbon prices in the UK in 

line with the rest of Europe. This will reduce electricity prices and bills for UK 

consumers, and support investment into new, flexible power generation in the 

UK, creating jobs and boosting GDP.  

We do not think that the Government should remove the CPS now, as has been 

suggested by some stakeholders such as the EEF. Whilst this would result in an 

immediate saving to consumers, it would significantly undermine investor 

confidence as well as the credibility of the Government’s decarbonisation plans. 

Following Brexit, the Government needs to consider the UK’s involvement in 

the EU ETS. The scenarios presented in this report assume that the UK continues 

to participate in the EU ETS, and that the European Commission reforms the 

scheme to address the systematic oversupply of permits. However, these 

assumptions are by no means certain, and the future of the Carbon Price Support 

is to some extent conditional on the nature of the UK’s involvement in the EU ETS.  
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